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Foreword

There is at present a consensus that the 21st century will be the century of biology, just as the 20th century

was the century of physics. Biology now has larger budgets and a larger workforce than physics, and it

faces problems of great significance and relevance to the understanding of human nature and the conduct

of human life. The core of all biological research and understanding is the theory of evolution; evolution

by natural selection is the central unifying concept of biology. As the great 20th century

evolutionist Theodosius Dobzhansky asserted in 1973, ‘‘Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light

of evolution.’’

The theory of evolution has transformed our understanding of life on planet Earth. Evolution provides a

scientific explanation for why there are so many different kinds of organisms and why they all share the

same chemical components in similar proportions, and why all organisms share DNA as their hereditary

material, and why enzymes and other proteins, which are the fundamental constituents and engines of cell

processes, are all made up of the same 20 amino acids, despite hundreds of amino acids existing in

organisms. Evolution demonstrates why some organisms that look quite different are in fact related, while

other organisms that may look similar are only distantly related. It accounts for the origins of humans on

Earth and reveals our species’ biological connections with other living things in varying degrees. Evolution

explains the similarities and differences among modern human groups and modern human individuals.

It enables the development of effective new ways to protect ourselves against constantly evolving bacteria

and viruses, and to improve the quality of our agricultural products and domestic animals.

We owe the concept of evolution by natural selection to Charles Darwin. Natural selection was proposed

by Darwin primarily to account for the adaptive organization, or design, of living beings; it is a process that

preserves and promotes adaptation. Evolutionary change through time and evolutionary diversification

(multiplication of species) often ensue as byproducts of natural selection fostering the adaptation of

organisms to their milieu. Evolutionary change is not directly promoted by natural selection and, therefore,

it is not its necessary consequence. Indeed, some species remain unchanged for long periods of time, as

Darwin noted. Nautilus, Lingula, and other so-called living fossils were used by Darwin as examples of

organisms that have remained unchanged in their appearance for millions of years.

Evolution affects all aspects of an organism’s life: morphology (form and structure), physiology (function),

behavior, and ecology (interaction with the environment). Underlying these changes are changes in the

hereditary materials. Hence, in genetic terms, evolution consists of changes in an organism’s hereditary

makeup and can be seen as a two-step process. First, hereditary variation arises by mutation; second,

selection occurs by which useful variations increase in frequency and those that are less useful or injurious

are eliminated over the generations. As Darwin (The Origin of Species, 1859) saw it, individuals having

useful variations ‘‘would have the best chance of surviving and procreating their kind’’ (p. 81). As a

consequence, useful variations increase in frequency over the generations, at the expense of those that are

less useful or are injurious.

Natural selection is much more than a ‘‘purifying’’ process, for it is able to generate novelty by increasing

the probability of otherwise extremely improbable genetic combinations. Natural selection in combination

with mutation becomes, in this respect, a creative process. Moreover, it is a process that has been occurring

for many millions of years, in many different evolutionary lineages, and in a multitude of species, each

consisting of a large number of individuals. Evolution by mutation and natural selection has produced the

enormous diversity of the living world with its wondrous adaptations and it accounts for our presence,

Homo sapiens, on planet Earth.

There is a version of the history of ideas that sees a parallel between two scientific revolutions, the

Copernican and the Darwinian. In this view, the Copernican Revolution consisted of displacing the Earth

from its previously accepted locus as the center of the universe, moving it to a subordinate place as just one

more planet revolving around the sun. Similarly, in a congruous manner, the Darwinian Revolution is



viewed as consisting of the displacement of modern humans from their exalted position as the center of life

on Earth, with all other species created for the service of humankind. According to this version of

intellectual history, Copernicus had accomplished his revolution with the heliocentric theory of the solar

system. Darwin’s achievement emerged from his theory of organic evolution. (Sigmund Freud refers to

these two revolutions as ‘‘outrages’’ inflicted upon humankind’s self-image and adds a third one, his own.

He sees psychoanalysis as the ‘‘third and most bitter blow upon man’s craving for grandiosity,’’ revealing

that man’s ego ‘‘is not even master in his own house.’’)

What the standard versions of the Copernican and Darwinian revolutions say is correct but inadequate.

It misses what is most important about these two intellectual revolutions, namely that they ushered in the

beginning of science in the modern sense. These two revolutions may jointly be seen as the one Scientific

Revolution, with two stages, the Copernican and the Darwinian.

The Copernican Revolution was launched with the publication in 1543, the year of Nicolaus Copernicus’

death, of his De revolutionibus orbium celestium (On the Revolutions of the Celestial Spheres), and it bloomed in

1687 with the publication of Isaac Newton’s Philosophiae naturalis principia mathematica (The Mathematical
Principles of Natural Philosophy). The discoveries by Copernicus, Kepler, Galileo, Newton, and others, in

the 16th and 17th centuries, had shown that Earth is not the center of the universe, but is a small planet

rotating around an average star; that the universe is immense in space and in time; and that the motions of

the planets around the sun can be explained by the same simple laws that account for the motion of physical

objects on our planet. These include laws such as f¼m�a (force¼mass�acceleration) or the inverse-square

law of attraction, f¼g(m1m2)/r
2 (the force of attraction between two bodies is directly proportional to their

masses, but inversely related to the square of the distance between them).

These and other discoveries greatly expanded modern human knowledge. The conceptual revolution they

brought about was more fundamental yet: a commitment to the postulate that the universe obeys immanent

laws that account for natural phenomena. The workings of the universe were brought into the realm of

science: explanation through natural laws. Potentially, all physical phenomena could be accounted for, as

long as the causes were adequately known.

The advances of physical science brought about by the Copernican Revolution had driven humankind’s

conception of the universe to a split-personality state of affairs, a condition that persisted well into the

mid-19th century. Scientific explanations, derived from natural laws, dominated the world of nonliving

matter, on the Earth as well as in the heavens. Supernatural explanations, which depended on the

unfathomable deeds of the creator, were accepted as explanations of the origin and configuration of

living creatures. Authors, such as William Paley in his Natural Theology (1802), had developed the

‘‘argument from design,’’ the notion that the complex design of organisms could not have come about

by chance, or by the mechanical laws of physics, chemistry, and astronomy, but was rather accomplished by

an omnipotent deity, just as the complexity of a watch, designed to tell time, was accomplished by an

intelligent watchmaker.

Darwin completed the Copernican Revolution by drawing out for biology the notion of nature as a lawful

system of matter in motion that modern human reason can explain without recourse to supernatural agencies.

Darwin’s greatest accomplishment was to show that the complex organization and functionality of living

beings can be explained as the result of a natural process: natural selection. The origin and adaptations

of organisms in their profusion and wondrous variations were thus brought into the realm of science.

Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection disposed of Paley’s arguments: the adaptations of

organisms are not outcomes of chance, but of a process that, over time, causes the gradual accumulation

of features beneficial to organisms. There is ‘‘design’’ in the living world: eyes are designed for seeing,

wings for flying, and kidneys for regulating the composition of the blood. But the design of organisms is not

intelligent, as would be expected from an engineer, but imperfect and worse: defects, dysfunctions, oddities,

waste, and cruelty pervade the living world. Darwin’s focus in The Origin of Species (1859) was the

explanation of design, with evolution playing the subsidiary role of supporting evidence.

It follows from Darwin’s explanation of adaptation that evolution must necessarily occur as a consequence

of organisms becoming adapted to different environments in different localities, and to the ever-changing

conditions of the environment over time, and as hereditary variations become available at a particular

time that improve, in that place and at that time, the organisms’ chances of survival and reproduction.
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Origin’s evidence for biological evolution is central to Darwin’s explanation of design, because this

explanation implies that biological evolution occurs, which Darwin therefore seeks to demonstrate in the

second half of the book.

Darwin and other 19th century biologists found compelling evidence for biological evolution in the

comparative study of living organisms, in their geographic distribution, and in the fossil remains of extinct

organisms. Since Darwin’s time, the evidence from these sources has become stronger and more compre-

hensive, while biological disciplines that have emerged recently – genetics, biochemistry, ecology, animal

behavior (ethology), neurobiology, and especially molecular biology – have supplied powerful additional

evidence and detailed confirmation. Accordingly, evolutionists are no longer concerned with obtaining

evidence to support the fact of evolution, but rather are concerned with finding out additional information

of the historical process in cases of particular interest. Moreover and most importantly, evolutionists

nowadays are interested in understanding further and further how the process of evolution occurs.

Nevertheless, important discoveries continue, even in traditional disciplines, such as paleontology.

Skeptical contemporaries of Darwin asked about the ‘‘missing links,’’ particularly between the extant apes

and modern humans, but also between major groups of organisms, such as between fish and terrestrial

tetrapods or between reptiles and birds. Evolutionists can now affirm that these missing links are no longer

missing. The known fossil record has made great strides over the last century and a half. Many

fossils intermediate between diverse organisms have been discovered over the years. Two examples are

Archaeopteryx, an animal intermediate between reptiles and birds, and Tiktaalik, intermediate between fishes

and tetrapods.

The missing link between apes and humans is not, either, missing any longer. Not one, but hundreds of

fossil remains from hundreds of individual hominins have been discovered since Darwin’s time and continue

to be discovered at an accelerated rate. The history of hominin discoveries is narrated in this encyclopedia,

as well as the anatomical and other changes that occur through time.

Darwin wrote two books dedicated to human evolution: The Descent of Man, and Selection in Relation to
Sex (2 vols, 1871) and The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals (1872). What we now know

about human evolution is immensely more than what Darwin knew. But, even concerning hominin fossil

history, much remains to be discovered. Indeed, the sequence that goes from the most primitive hominins

to Homo sapiens, our species, is not resolved. That is, in many cases we do not know whether a particular

hominin fossil belongs to the line of descent that goes to our species, or whether it belongs to a lateral

branch.

There are many other important issues concerning the evolutionary origin of modern human traits –

anatomical, physiological, behavioral, and cultural – that remain largely unknown. I will briefly point out

three great research frontiers that seem to me particularly significant: ontogenic decoding, the brain/mind

puzzle, and the ape-to-human transformation. By ontogenetic decoding I refer to the problem of how the

unidimensional genetic information encoded in the DNA of a single cell becomes transformed into a four-

dimensional being, the individual that develops, grows, matures, and dies. Cancer, disease, and aging are

epiphenomena of ontogenetic decoding. By the brain/mind puzzle I refer to the interdependent questions of

(a) how the physicochemical signals that reach our sense organs become transformed into perceptions,

feelings, ideas, critical arguments, aesthetic emotions, and ethical values; and (b) how, out of this diversity

of experiences, there emerges a unitary reality, the mind or self. Free will and language, social and political

institutions, technology, and art are all epiphenomena of the modern human mind. By the ape-to-human

transformation I refer to the mystery of how a particular ape lineage became a hominin lineage, from which

emerged, after only a few million years, modern humans able to think and love, who have developed

complex societies and uphold ethical, aesthetic, and religious values. But the modern human genome differs

little from the chimp genome.

I will refer to these three issues as the egg-to-adult transformation, the brain-to-mind transformation, and

the ape-to-human transformation. The egg-to-adult transformation is essentially similar, and similarly

mysterious, in modern humans and other mammals, but it has distinctive human features. The brain-

to-mind transformation and the ape-to-human transformation are distinctively human. These three trans-

formations define the humanum, that which makes us specifically modern human. Few other issues in

human evolution are of greater consequence for understanding ourselves and our place in nature.

xiii
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The instructions that guide the ontogenetic process, or the egg-to-adult transformation, are carried in the

hereditary material. The theory of biological heredity was formulated by the Augustinian monk Gregor

Mendel in 1866, but it became generally known by biologists only in 1900: genetic information is contained

in discrete factors, or genes, which exist in pairs, one received from each parent. The next step toward

understanding the nature of genes was completed during the first quarter of the twentieth century. It was

established that genes are parts of the chromosomes, filamentous bodies present in the nucleus of the cell,

and that they are linearly arranged along the chromosomes. It took another quarter century to determine the

chemical composition of genes: deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). DNA consists of four kinds of nucleotides

organized in long, double-helical structures. The genetic information is contained in the linear sequence of

the nucleotides, very much in the same way as the semantic information of an English sentence is conveyed

by the particular sequence of the 26 letters of the alphabet.

The first important step toward understanding how the genetic information is decoded came in 1941

when George W. Beadle and Edward L. Tatum demonstrated that genes determine the synthesis of

enzymes; enzymes are the catalysts that control all chemical reactions in living beings. Later it became

known that amino acids (the components that make up enzymes and other proteins) are encoded, each by a

set of three consecutive nucleotides. This relationship accounts for the linear correspondence between

a particular sequence of coding nucleotides and the sequence of the amino acids that make up the encoded

enzyme.

Chemical reactions in organisms must occur in an orderly manner; organisms must have ways of

switching genes on and off since different sets of genes are active in different cells. The first control

system was discovered in 1961 by François Jacob and Jacques Monod for a gene that encodes an enzyme

that digests sugar in the bacterium Escherichia coli. The gene is turned on and off by a system of several

switches consisting of short DNA sequences adjacent to the coding part of the gene. (The coding sequence

of a gene is the part that determines the sequence of amino acids in the encoded enzyme or protein.) The

switches acting on a given gene are activated or deactivated by feedback loops that involve molecules

synthesized by other genes. A variety of gene control mechanisms were soon discovered, in bacteria and

other micro-organisms. Two elements are typically present: feedback loops and short DNA sequences acting

as switches. The feedback loops ensure that the presence of a substance in the cell induces the synthesis of

the enzyme required to digest it, and that an excess of the enzyme in the cell represses its own synthesis.

(For example, the gene encoding a sugar-digesting enzyme in E. coli is turned on or off by the presence or

absence of the sugar to be digested.)

The investigation of gene-control mechanisms in mammals (and other complex organisms) became

possible in the mid-1970s with the development of recombinant DNA techniques. This technology made

it feasible to isolate single genes (and other DNA sequences) and to multiply them, or ‘‘clone’’ them, to

obtain the quantities necessary for ascertaining their nucleotide sequence. One unanticipated discovery was

that most genes come in pieces: the coding sequence of a gene is divided into several fragments separated

one from the next by noncoding DNA segments. In addition to the alternating succession of coding and

noncoding segments, mammalian genes contain short control sequences, like those in bacteria but typically

more numerous and complex, that act as control switches and signal where the coding sequence begins.

Much remains to be discovered about the control mechanisms of mammalian genes. The daunting speed

at which molecular biology is advancing has led to the discovery of some prototypes of mammalian gene

control systems, but much remains to be unraveled. Moreover, understanding the control mechanisms of

individual genes is but the first major step toward solving the mystery of ontogenetic decoding. The second

major step will is the puzzle of differentiation.

A modern human being consists of one trillion cells of some 300 different kinds, all derived by sequential

division from the fertilized egg, a single cell 0.1 mm in diameter. The first few cell divisions yield a

spherical mass of amorphous cells. Successive divisions are accompanied by the appearance of folds and

ridges in the mass of cells and, later on, of the variety of tissues, organs, and limbs characteristic of a human

individual. The full complement of genes duplicates with each cell division, so that two complete genomes

are present in every cell. Yet different sets of genes are active in different cells. This must be so for cells to

differentiate: a nerve cell, a muscle cell, and a skin cell are vastly different in size, configuration, and

function. The differential activity of genes must continue after differentiation, because different cells fulfill

xiv
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different functions, which are controlled by different genes. Nevertheless, experiments with other animals

(and some with humans) indicate that all the genes in any cell have the potential of becoming activated.

(The sheep Dolly was conceived using the genes extracted from a cell in an adult sheep.)

The information that controls cell and organ differentiation is ultimately contained in the DNA sequence,

but mostly in very short segments of it. In mammals, insects, and other complex organisms there are control

circuits that operate at higher levels than the control mechanisms that activate and deactivate individual

genes. These higher-level circuits (such as the so-called homeobox genes) act on sets of genes rather than

individual genes. The details of how these sets are controlled, how many control systems there are, and how

they interact, as well as many other related questions, are what needs to be resolved to elucidate the egg-

to-adult transformation. The DNA sequence of some controlling elements has been ascertained, but this is

a minor effort that is only helped a little by plowing the way through the entire 3000 million nucleotide

pairs that constitute the modern human genome. Experiments with stem cells are likely to provide

important knowledge as scientists ascertain how stem cells become brain cells in one case, muscle cells in

another, and so on.

The benefits that the elucidation of the egg-to-adult transformation will bring to humankind are

enormous. This knowledge will make possible understanding the modes of action of complex genetic

diseases, including cancer, and therefore their cure. It will also bring an understanding of the process of

aging, which kills all those who have won the battle against other infirmities.

Cancer is an anomaly of ontogenetic decoding: cells proliferate despite the welfare of the organism

demanding otherwise. Individual genes (oncogenes) have been identified that are involved in the causation

of particular forms of cancer. But whether or not a cell will turn out cancerous depends on the interaction

of the oncogenes with other genes and with the internal and external environment of the cell. Aging is also a

failure of the process of ontogenetic decoding: cells fail to carry out the functions imprinted in their genetic

code script or are no longer able to proliferate and replace dead cells.

The brain is the most complex and most distinctive modern human organ. It consists of 30 billion nerve

cells, or neurons, each connected to many others through two kinds of cell extension, known as the axon

and the dendrites. From the evolutionary point of view, the animal brain is a powerful biological adaptation;

it allows the organism to obtain and process information about environmental conditions and then to adapt

to them. This ability has been carried to the limit in modern humans, in which the extravagant hypertrophy

of the brain makes possible abstract thinking, language, and technology. By these means, humankind has

ushered in a new mode of adaptation far more powerful than the biological mode: adaptation by culture.

The most rudimentary ability to gather and process information about the environment is found in

certain single-celled micro-organisms. The protozoan Paramecium swims apparently at random, ingesting the

bacteria it encounters, but when it meets unsuitable acidity or salinity its advance is checked and it starts off

in a new direction. The single-celled alga Euglena not only avoids unsuitable environments but seeks

suitable ones by orienting itself according to the direction of light, which it perceives through a light-

sensitive spot in the cell. Plants have not progressed much further. Except for those with tendrils that twist

around any solid object and the few carnivorous plants that react to touch, they mostly react only to

gradients of light, gravity, and moisture.

In animals the ability to secure and process environmental information is mediated by the nervous

system. The simplest nervous systems are found in corals and jellyfishes; they lack coordination between

different parts of their bodies, so any one part is able to react only when it is directly stimulated. Sea

urchins and starfish possess a nerve ring and radial nerve cords that coordinate stimuli coming from

different parts; hence, they respond with direct and unified actions of the whole body. They have no

brain, however, and seem unable to learn from experience. Planarian flatworms have the most rudimentary

brain known; their central nervous system and brain process and coordinate information gathered by sensory

cells. These animals are capable of simple learning and hence of variable responses to repeatedly encoun-

tered stimuli. Insects and their relatives have much more advanced brains; they obtain precise chemical,

acoustic, visual, and tactile signals from the environment and process them, making possible complex

behaviors, particularly in search for food, selection of mates, and social organization.

Vertebrates are able to obtain and process much more complicated signals and to respond to the

environment more variably than do insects or any other type of invertebrate. The vertebrate brain contains
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an enormous number of associative neurons arranged in complex patterns. In vertebrates the ability to react

to environmental information is correlated with an increase in the relative size of the cerebral hemispheres

and of the neopallium, an organ involved in associating and coordinating signals from all receptors and brain

centers. In mammals, the neopallium has expanded and become the cerebral cortex. Modern humans have a

very large brain relative to their body size, and a cerebral cortex that is disproportionately large and complex

even for their brain size. Abstract thinking, symbolic language, complex social organization, values, and

ethics are manifestations of the wondrous capacity of the modern human brain to gather information about

the external world and to integrate that information and react flexibly to what is perceived.

With the advanced development of the modern human brain, biological evolution has transcended itself,

opening up a new mode of evolution: adaptation by technological manipulation of the environment.

Organisms adapt to the environment by means of natural selection, by changing their genetic constitution

over the generations to suit the demands of the environment. Modern humans, and modern humans alone

to any substantial degree, have developed the capacity to adapt to hostile environments by modifying the

environments according to the needs of their genes. The discovery of fire and the fabrication of clothing

and shelter have allowed the ancestors of modern humans to spread from the warm tropical and subtropical

regions of the Old World, to which we are biologically adapted, to almost the whole Earth; it was not

necessary for wandering hominins that they wait until genes would evolve providing anatomical protection

against cold temperatures by changing their physiology or by means of fur or hair. Nor are modern humans

biding their time in expectation of wings or gills; we have conquered the air and seas with artfully designed

contrivances: airplanes and ships. It is the modern human brain (the human mind) that has made

humankind the most successful, by most meaningful standards, living species.

There are not enough bits of information in the complete DNA sequence of a modern human genome to

specify the trillions of connections among the 30 billion neurons of the modern human brain. Accordingly,

the genetic instructions must be organized in control circuits operating at different hierarchical levels so that

an instruction at one level is carried through many channels at a lower level in the hierarchy of control

circuits. The development of the modern human brain is indeed one particularly intriguing component of

the egg-to-adult transformation.

Within the last two decades, neurobiology has developed into one of the most exciting biological

disciplines. An increased commitment of financial and human resources has brought an unprecedented rate

of discovery. Much has been learned about how light, sound, temperature, resistance, and chemical

impressions received in our sense organs trigger the release of chemical transmitters and electric potential

differences that carry the signals through the nerves to the brain and elsewhere in the body. Much has also

been learned about how neural channels for information transmission become reinforced by use or may be

replaced after damage; about which neurons or groups of neurons are committed to processing information

derived from a particular organ or environmental location; and about many other matters. But, for all this

progress, neurobiology remains an infant discipline, at a stage of theoretical development comparable

perhaps to that of genetics at the beginning of the 20th century. Those things that count most remain

shrouded in mystery: how physical phenomena become mental experiences (the feelings and sensations,

called ‘‘qualia’’ by philosophers, that contribute the elements of consciousness), and how out of the diversity

of these experiences emerges the mind, a reality with unitary properties, such as free will and the awareness

of self, that persist through an individual’s life.

I do not believe that the mysteries of the mind are unfathomable; rather, they are puzzles that modern

humans can solve with the methods of science and illuminate with philosophical analysis and reflection. And

I will place my bets that, over the next half century or so, many of these puzzles will be solved. We shall

then be well on our way toward answering the biblical injunction: ‘‘Know thyself.’’

A contemporary development that would have greatly delighted Darwin is the determination of the DNA

sequence of the modern human genome, an investigation that was started under the label, the Human

Genome Project, which opens up the possibility of comparing the modern human DNA sequence with that

of other organisms, observing their similarities and differences, seeking to ascertain the changes in the DNA

that account for distinctively modern human features. The Human Genome Project was initiated in 1989,

funded through two US agencies, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the Department of Energy

(DOE), with eventual participation of scientists outside the USA. The goal set was to obtain the complete
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sequence of one human genome in 15 years at an approximate cost of $3000 million, coincidentally about

$1 per DNA letter. A private enterprise, Celera Genomics, started in the USA somewhat later, but joined the

government-sponsored project in achieving, largely independently, similar results at about the same time. A draft

of the genome sequence was completed ahead of schedule in 2001. In 2003 the Human Genome Project was

finished, but the analysis of the DNA sequences chromosome by chromosome continued over the following years.

Results of these detailed analyses were published on June 1, 2006. The draft DNA sequence of the chimpanzee

genome was published on September 1, 2005 (an entry in the encyclopedia presents the first fossil evidence of

panins ever to be discovered). In the regions of the genome that are shared by modern humans and chimpanzees

the two species are about 99% identical. These differences may seem very small or quite large, depending on how

one chooses to look at them: 1% is only a small fraction of the total, but it still amounts to a difference of 30 million

DNA nucleotides out of the 3 billion in each genome.

Twenty-nine percent of the enzymes and other proteins encoded by the genes are identical in both

species. Out of the one hundred to several hundred amino acids that make up each protein, the 71% of

nonidentical proteins that differ between modern humans and chimps do so by only two amino acids, on

average. If one takes into account DNA stretches found in one species but not the other, the two genomes

are about 96% identical, rather than nearly 99% identical as in the case of DNA sequences shared by both

species. That is, a large amount of genetic material, about 3% or some 90 million DNA nucleotides, have

been inserted or deleted since ancestors went their separate evolutionary ways, about 8–6 million years ago.

Most of this DNA does not contain genes coding for proteins, although it may include toolkit genes and

switch genes that impact developmental processes, as the rest of the noncoding DNA surely does.

Comparison of the modern human and chimpanzee genomes provides insights into the rate of evolution

of particular genes in the two species. One significant finding is that genes active in the brain have changed

more in the human lineage than in the chimp lineage (Khaitovich et al. 2005). Also significant is that the

fastest-evolving modern human genes are those coding for transcription factors. These are switch proteins

which control the expression of other genes; that is, they determine when other genes are turned on and off.

On the whole, 585 genes have been identified as evolving faster in humans than in chimps, including genes

involved in resistance to malaria and tuberculosis. (It might be mentioned that malaria is a severe disease for

humans but much less so for chimps.)

Genes located on the Y chromosome, found only in the male, have been much better protected by natural

selection in the human than in the chimpanzee lineage, in which several genes have incorporated disabling

mutations that make the genes nonfunctional. Also, there are several regions of the human genome that

contain beneficial genes that have rapidly evolved within the past 250,000 years. One region contains the

FOXP2 gene, involved in the evolution of speech.

Other regions that show higher rates of evolution in humans than in chimpanzees and other animals

include 49 segments, dubbed human accelerated regions or HARs. The greatest observed difference occurs

in HAR1F, an RNA gene that is expressed specifically in Cajal-Retzius neurons in the developing human

neocortex from 7 to 19 gestational weeks, a crucial period for cortical neuron specification and migration.

Extended comparisons of the human and chimpanzee genomes and experimental exploration of the

functions associated with significant genes will surely advance further our understanding, over the next

decade or two, of what it is that makes us distinctively human, what is it that differentiates H. sapiens from
our closest living species, chimpanzees and bonobos, and will surely shine some light on how and when

these differences may have come about during hominin evolution of the human species. Surely also, full

biological understanding of the ape-to-human transformation will only come if we solve the other two

conundrums: the egg-to-adult transformation and the brain-to-mind transformation. The distinctive features

that make us modern human appear early in development, well before birth, as the linear information

encoded in the genome gradually becomes expressed into a four-dimensional individual, an individual who

changes in configuration as time goes by. In an important sense the most distinctive human features are

those expressed in the brain, those that account for the human mind or for human identity.

Francisco J. Ayala

University of California, Irvine
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Preface

Once upon a time, say 60 years ago, the only background required to appreciate what was known about

human evolution was a familiarity with a relatively sparse fossil record, an understanding of the limited

information there was about the context of the sites, some knowledge of gross anatomy, a familiarity with a

few simple analytical methods, and an appreciation of general evolutionary principles.

Times have changed. The fossil record has grown exponentially, imaging techniques allow researchers to

capture previously unavailable gross morphological and microstructural evidence in unimaginable quantities,

analytical methods have burgeoned in scope and complexity, phylogeny reconstruction is more sophisticated,

molecular biology has revolutionized our understanding of genetics, evolutionary history, modern human

variation, and development, and a host of different developments in biology, chemistry, earth sciences, and

physics the have enriched evidence about the biotic, climatic, and temporal context of the hominin fossil

record. In short, the fossil evidence and the range of methods used to study human evolution have grown

by at least one order of magnitude in the past six decades. Yet there is no single reference source where

students and researchers involved in human evolution research, be they archeologists, earth scientists,

molecular biologists, morphologists, paleontologists, or paleoecologists, can go to find out about topics as

diverse as C4 plants canalization, the candelabra model, canonical variates analysis, Carabelli(‘s) trait, carcass

transport strategy, cardioid foramen magnum, carrying capacity, and Caune de l’Arago.

Antecedents

Quenstedt and Quenstedt (1936) were probably the first to compile a comprehensive list and associated

bibliography of the hominin fossil record. Hue (1937) illustrated some of the hominin fossil evidence, but

his bibliographic coverage was less comprehensive than Quenstedt and Quenstedt’s. Vallois and Movius’

Catalogue des Hommes Fossiles (1953) made a commendable attempt to survey the human fossil record, as did

Day’s Guide to Fossil Man (1965). The first comprehensive attempt to collate information about both the

hominin fossil record and its context came in the late 1960s and thereafter with the publication of the

British Museum (Natural History)’s Catalogue of Fossil Hominids. The first volume, ‘‘Part I: Africa,’’ edited

by Oakley and Campbell, was published in 1967. Subsequent volumes covered fossil hominin discoveries

from Europe (Oakley, Campbell, and Molleson 1971) and Asia (Oakley, Campbell, and Molleson 1975).

Unfortunately (but understandably given the work involved in assembling a resource such as this in a non-

electronic format and on a rapidly enlarging hominin fossil record) only Part I ran to a second updated

edition (Oakley, Campbell, and Molleson 1977) and the series has been discontinued. The most recent

attempt to take up the challenge of providing a comprehensive catalogue of the fossil evidence for hominin

evolution has been the initiative by Orban and her colleagues, entitled Hominid Remains – an up-date. This
is distributed as part of a general series of publications called the Supplements au Bulletin de la Societe

Royale Belge d’Anthropologie et de Prehistoire. The first in the series of separate publications was

published in the beginning of 1988 and publication has continued thereafter. Each slim volume covers

one or more countries and retains the format of the Catalogue of Fossil Hominids. The early issues were

organized by an Editor (Orban) and Associate Editors (Slachmuylder, Semal, and Alewaeters). The

individual entries are put together by experts who are familiar with one or more temporal phases of the

hominin fossil record from that country or countries. Spencer’s excellent History of Physical Anthropology,
published in 1997, is an important and authoritative source of information about the history of paleoan-

thropology, but although it has entries for the major fossil sites there are few entries about the fossil and

archeological evidence. The four-volume series The Human Fossil Record edited by Jeffrey Schwartz and Ian

Tatterall and colleagues, focuses on the better-preserved hominin fossils, but there is little about their

context and its taxonomic interpretations are idiosyncratic. There is also a Catalogue of Fossil Hominids
available on the internet at http://gbs.ur-plaza.osaka-cu.ac.jp/kaseki.



Scope

The long-term plan for the Wiley-Blackwell Encyclopedia of Human Evolution (W-BEHE) is that it will be an

authoritative and accessible source of information about the hominin clade of the tree of life. Entries cover:

� general evolutionary principles,

� information about the molecular and developmental biological approaches used to help understand the

pattern and process of evolution,

� methods used to investigate relationships among the living great apes and modern humans,

� methods germane to understanding the origins and evolutionary history of the hominin clade and its

climatic and ecological context,

� what makes the behavior of modern humans distinctive and the evolutionary history of that distinctiveness,

� information about the modern methods used to capture and interpret data from the hominin fossil and

archeological records, as well as comparative biology,

� nonhominin fossil evidence germane to the evolution of the hominin clade,

� specialist terms used to describe the hominin fossil and archeological records,

� hypotheses germane to interpreting human evolutionary history,

� biographies of individuals who have made significant contributions to the accumulation of the fossil and

archeological, and other, evidence and to its interpretation,

� institutions and organizations that have contributed to our understanding of human evolutionary history,

� information about hominin fossil and comparative great ape collections and about some of the repositories

that hold hominin fossil collections.

Organization

The entries for the important fossil and/or archeological sites (later editions will aim to cover all the

relevant sites) relevant to hominin evolution are structured to make it easier for the reader to find out what

they want to know. This is also the case for the entries for the more complete hominin fossils, and for some

less complete fossils that have a particular significance. There are also formally structured entries for taxa

that have been used to accommodate the hominin fossil record. The depth of the entries varies; the entries

for fossils and sites do not aim to be exhaustive, but they are comprehensive. The entries for methods and

important biological principles try to explain complex concepts in plain and simple language and where

possible they include examples. As Editor I constantly needed to remind myself, the editors, and the

contributors that the W-BEHE is not an encyclopedia of archeology, earth science, genetics, etc.; readers

should go to other sources for technical information about the methods.

The entries have been prepared as a collective exercise. The drafts prepared by an editor or contributor

were all screened by me as Editor for depth, style, and intelligibility and then sent to other editors, or to

outside experts, for their comments. Human evolution is a controversial field, so where appropriate entries

describe competing hypotheses, and if the entry comes down in favor of one of them, the entry explains

why. The aim, doubtless not always met, was that the entries are self-contained and intelligible; we did not

want users of the W-BEHE to look up one term they did not understand only to be faced with an entry

that uses five words they are unfamiliar with. Within the text of entries, where appropriate, any term used

that has its own entry are shown in bold.

Planning

The draft list of entries was drawn up by the Editor, four Section Editors (Laura Bishop, paleontology;

Craig Feibel, earth sciences; Tom Plummer, archeology; and Anne Stone, molecular biology and genetics)

and 17 Topic Editors (Shara Bailey, Robin Bernstein, Mark Collard, Sarah Elton, Matthew Goodrum,

Adam Gordon, Katerina Harvati, Lyle Konigsberg, Andrew Kramer, Jacopo Moggi-Cecchi, Osbjorn

Pearson, Brian Richmond, Chet Sherwood, Tanya Smith, David Strait, Francys Subiaul, and Christian

Tryon). Important advice at this stage also came from several of the Advisory Editors.
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The original plan was that these individuals would prepare the entries, but like all strategic plans this one had to

be modified. It was clear that the sheer volume of the work involved could not be tackled by these editors, and as

polymathic as many of them are, there were still regions of the world (e.g., China) and topics (e.g., paleoclimate,

stable isotopes, zooarcheology, etc.) for which we lacked coverage. Also, because this project has been 6 years in

the making, circumstances change (children are born, grants are written and awarded, relatives get sick,

individuals take up additional responsibilities) so I soon learned that it was adapt or die! Thus, the original editor

classification has been abandoned and in its place there are nowAssociate Editors, Section and Topic Editors, and

Contributors. The criteria for allocating individuals to categories are inevitably subjective and I am also conscious

that my memory is fallible, so I offer my abject apologies to those who feel their contributions have not been

recognized at the appropriate level. The Associate Editors did all, or some, of the following. They were the lead

author on a substantial number of entries, they contributed generously to the editing well beyond their immediate

area of expertise, and they responded promptly and generously to my many unreasonable requests. Only I (and

they) know just how hard they worked and how important their contribution was. Section Editors did all, or some,

of the above, but unlike the Associate Editors their contributions were focused on their immediate area of

expertise. Topic Editors were much like Section Editors, but they contributed fewer entries and their contribu-

tions were confined to their immediate area of expertise. Contributors contributed at least one entry, but were not

involved in the editing. Several Advisory Editors (e.g., Rebecca Ackermann, Leslie Aiello, Chris Dean, Colin

Groves, Benedikt Hallgrimsson, and Bill Kimbel) contributed entries and some of the above played a major

editorial role. Many other people offered advice about entries and they are listed in the Acknowledgments; once

again my apologies if my system for recording such help has failed. Please, if you do not see your name on that list

and you think you should be on it, please do not be bashful about letting me know and I can rectify any omissions

in the next edition.

Delivery

I urge those of you who have not read Simon Winchester’s The Meaning of Everything to do so; those of you who
have read it will know theOxford English Dictionary took 70 years to complete. Much of the information in theW-

BEHE is time-sensitive and the problem is that if you wait too long for that sincerely promised but much delayed

entry you run the risk that many other entries will become outdated in the meantime. Yet you cannot go the press

with an encyclopedia that is lacking essential entries. So we had to make a fine judgment about when to stop, and

we had to close the headword list knowing we would be leaving some fossil, site, museum, and biographical entries

for a later edition. You cannot have an encyclopedia without entries, but you can have entries without an

encyclopedia. My efforts as Editor, and those of the Associate, Section, and Topic Editors and the Contributors,

would have all come to naught without the hard work of the Executive Editors (Amanda Henry and Jennifer

Baker) and the Editorial Assistants (Alex Claxton and Erin Mikels), who helped prepare the material for copy-

editing and then checked it at various stages in the process my sincere thanks to all of them. Of course the buck

stops with the Editor, so any mistakes are my responsibility alone.

The future

The plan is to follow up the hardback library edition with a more affordable edition intended for individuals, an

abridged version for students, and an electronic edition that can be updated approximately every 6 months.

Errors

In a project of this scale errors will have been made. The only way to eliminate as many mistakes as humanly

possible is to contact me (bernardawood@gmail.com) and I will see to it they are rectified in later editions.

Bernard Wood

The George Washington University, Washington, DC

December 2010
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Topic Entry List

ANATOMY
I. General terms

1) abduction

2) abductor

3) adduction

4) adductor

5) agenesis

6) anatomical position

7) anatomical terminology

8) appendicular skeleton

9) associated skeleton

10) atavism

11) atavistic

12) autopod

13) axial digit

14) axial skeleton

15) axis

16) base

17) branchial arches

18) calcification

19) caudal

20) coronal

21) cortex

22) cortical

23) coxa

24) cranial

25) cross-section

26) dento-gnathic

27) distal

28) epi-

29) fibrocartilage

30) fovea

31) gnathic

32) gomphoses

33) histology

34) human anatomical terminology

35) hyaline cartilage

36) hyoid

37) jaw

38) joint

39) kyphosis

40) ligaments

41) lordosis

42) mineralization

43) muscles of mastication

44) Nomina Anatomica

45) norma basalis
46) norma basilaris
47) norma frontalis
48) norma lateralis
49) norma occipitalis
50) norma verticalis
51) os

52) paleoanthropological terminology

53) primary cartilaginous joint

54) promontory

55) pronation

56) proximal

57) reference digit

58) rostral

59) secondary cartilaginous joints

60) skeleton

61) stylopod

62) supination

63) symphyses

64) symphysis

65) synchondroses

66) syndesmoses

67) Terminologia Anatomica
68) valgus

69) varus

70) volar

71) zeugopod

II. Bone(s)

A. Terms

1) alveolar process

2) alveoli

3) alveolus

4) bone

5) bone density

6) cancellous bone

7) cartilage

8) chondroblasts

9) chondroclasts

10) chondrocytes

11) compact bone

12) connective tissue

13) dense bone

14) diaphysis

15) endochondral ossification

16) lamellar bone

17) osteoblast



18) osteoclasts

19) osteocytes

20) osteogenesis

21) osteon

22) trabecular bone

23) woven bone

B. Development and response

1) appositional growth

2) endochondral ossification

3) epiphyseal plate

4) epiphysis

5) Harris lines

6) interstitial growth

7) intramembranous ossification

8) modeling

9) ossification

10) ossification center

11) osteoblast

12) osteoclasts

13) osteocytes

14) osteogenesis

15) primary centers of ossification

16) secondary centers of ossification

C. Microstructure

1) bone remodeling

2) endosteum

3) osteoblast

4) osteoclasts

5) osteocytes

6) osteon

7) pericranium

8) periosteum

9) remodeling

10) resorption

D. Biochemistry

1) apatite

2) hydroxyapatite

III. Teeth

A. Terms

1) anterior teeth

2) approximal wear

3) attrition

4) buccal

5) bunodont

6) cusp morphology

7) cynodont

8) dc

9) dental development

10) dental formula

11) dental reduction

12) dentine

13) dentine development

14) dentine horn

15) dentition

16) di

17) dm

18) dp

19) honing

20) interproximal wear

21) lingual

22) macrodont

23) molar

24) molarized

25) MQ

26) occlusal

27) occlusal morphology

28) occlusal wear

29) permanent dentition

30) postcanine teeth

31) postcanine tooth

32) postcanine tooth row

33) posterior teeth

34) primary dentine

35) secondary dentine

36) sectorial

37) taurodont

38) taurodontism

39) teeth

40) tertiary dentine

41) tooth nomenclature

B. Development

1) amelogenesis

2) apical closure

3) brown striae of Retzius

4) calcification

5) CFT

6) crown completion

7) crown formation time

8) crypt

9) daily enamel increment

10) daily secretion rate

11) deciduous dentition

12) dental crypt

13) dental follicle

14) dentinogenesis

15) DSR

16) enamel development

17) enamel extension rate

18) enamel formation

19) enamel microstructure

20) enamel prism

21) eruption

22) extension rate

23) follicle
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24) field theory

25) furrow defects

26) gubernaculum

27) gubernaculum dentis
28) gubernacular canal

29) gubernacular foramen

30) hypoplasia

31) mineralization

32) neonatal line

33) odontoblasts

34) odontogenesis

35) predentine

36) Tome’s process

37) supernumerary tooth

38) tooth crypt

39) tooth emergence

40) tooth eruption

41) tooth germ

42) tooth formation

43) wear facets

C. Macrostructure

1) accessory cusp

2) anterior fovea

3) anterior fovea (mandibular)

4) anterior fovea (maxillary)

5) anterior transverse crest

6) anterior trigon crest

7) attrition

8) basin

9) buccostyle

10) C5

11) C6

12) C7

13) canine dimorphism

14) Carabelli(’s) anomaly

15) Carabelli(’s) complex

16) Carabelli(’s) cusp

17) Carabelli(’s) structure

18) Carabelli(’s) trait

19) Carabelli(’s) tubercle

20) CEJ

21) cemento-enamel junction

22) central fossa (mandibular)

23) central fossa (maxillary)

24) central fovea (mandibular)

25) central fovea (maxillary)

26) central pit (mandibular)

27) central pit (maxillary)

28) cervix

29) cingulum

30) conule

31) conulid

32) crista anterior
33) crista nova
34) crista obliqua
35) crista transversa
36) crista transversa anterior
37) crown

38) cusp

39) cusp 6

40) cusp 7

41) cusp morphology

42) cuspal enamel

43) cusp nomenclature

44) cuspule

45) cuspulid

46) deflecting wrinkle

47) DEJ

48) dental macrowear

49) dental mesowear

50) dental microwear

51) dental microwear textural analysis

52) dental wear

53) dentine

54) distal accessory ridge

55) distal accessory tubercle

56) distal fovea (maxillary)

57) distal marginal ridge

58) distal margocrista (-id)

59) distal pit

60) distal rim

61) distal trigon crest

62) distal trigonid crest

63) distobuccal cusp

64) distocone

65) distoconid

66) distoconule

67) distoconulid

68) distoconulus

69) distolingual cusp

70) distosagittal ridge

71) distostyle

72) distostylid

73) EDJ

74) enamel chipping

75) enamel-dentine junction

76) enamel thickness

77) endocone

78) endoconid

79) entoconid

80) entoconulid

81) entostylid

82) eocone

83) eoconid
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84) epicone

85) epiconid

86) epiconule

87) epicrista

88) epicristid

89) epicristoconule

90) essential crest

91) essential ridge

92) fovea

93) fovea anterior (mandibular)

94) fovea anterior (maxillary)

95) fovea centralis (mandibular)

96) fovea centralis (maxillary)

97) fovea posterior (mandibular)

98) fovea posterior (maxillary)

99) fissures

100) helicoidal wear plane

101) hypocone

102) hypoconid

103) hypoconule

104) hypoconulid

105) hypostyle

106) hypoplasia

107) -id

108) interstitial wear

109) lingual accessory cusp

110) lingual paracone tubercle

111) lingual pillar

112) main cusp

113) MCBA

114) MCBA(C)

115) median lingual accessory cusp

116) median ridge

117) megadont

118) megadontia

119) megadontia quotient

120) mesial accessory cuspule

121) mesial accessory tubercle

122) mesial fovea (maxillary)

123) mesial pit (mandibular)

124) mesial pit (maxillary)

125) mesial marginal accessory tubercle

126) mesial marginal ridge

127) mesial margocrista (-id)

128) mesial paracone tubercle

129) mesiobuccal cusp

130) mesioconulid

131) mesiolingual cusp

132) mesiostyle

133) mesoconid

134) mesostyle

135) metacone

136) metaconid

137) metaconule

138) metaconulid

139) metastyle

140) metastylid

141) middle trigonid crest

142) mid-trigonid crest

143) oblique furrow

144) oblique crest

145) oblique ridge

146) paracone

147) paraconid

148) paracristid

149) paramolar tubercle

150) paramolar tubercle of Bolk

151) parastyle

152) pericone

153) periodontal ligament

154) plagioconule

155) plagiocrista

156) plesioconulid

157) postcingulid

158) postcingulum

159) postcristid

160) postcuspidal fossa

161) postentoconid cristid

162) postentoconule

163) postentoconulid

164) postentocristid

165) posterior fovea

166) posterior fovea (mandibular)

167) posterior fovea (maxillary)

168) posterior margin

169) posthypocone crista

170) posthypoconid cristid

171) posthypoconulid cristid

172) postmetaconid cristid

173) postmetaconulid

174) postmetacrista

175) postparacrista

176) postprotocone crista

177) postprotoconid cristid

178) postprotocrista

179) post-talonid basin

180) precuspidal fossa

181) precingulid

182) precingulum

183) preentoconid

184) preentoconid cristid

185) prefossid

186) prehypocone crista

187) prehypoconid cristid
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188) prehypoconulid cristid

189) premetaconid cristid

190) premetaconulid

191) premetacrista

192) preparacrista

193) preprotocone crista

194) preprotoconid cristid

195) preprotocrista

196) primary cusp

197) protocone

198) protocone basin

199) protoconid

200) protoconule

201) protofossa

202) protostyle

203) protostylid

204) pulp

205) pulp chamber

206) relative tooth size

207) ridge

208) root

209) shovel-shaped incisors

210) talon

211) talonid

212) talonid basin

213) teleconid

214) Tomes’ root

215) tooth material

216) tooth size

217) tooth wear

218) transverse crest

219) transverse ridge

220) tribosphenic

221) trigon

222) trigon basin

223) trigon crest

224) trigonid

225) trigonid basin

226) trigonid crest

227) tubercle

228) tuberculum

229) tuberculum anomalus

230) tuberculum intermedium

231) tuberculum paramolare

232) tuberculum sextum

233) Uto-Aztecan premolar

D. Microstructure

1) accentuated line

2) accentuated striae of Retzius

3) ameloblast

4) Andresen lines

5) appositional enamel

6) brown striae

7) brown striae of Retzius

8) cementum

9) cross-striations

10) decussation

11) dentine tubule

12) diazone

13) enamel

14) enamel decussation

15) enamel thickness, relative

16) HSBC

17) HSBW

18) Hunter–Schreger bands

19) imbricational enamel

20) imbrication lines

21) incremental features

22) intradian line

23) lateral enamel

24) long-period incremental lines

25) long-period markings

26) neonatal line

27) Owen’s lines

28) parazone

29) PDL

30) perikymata

31) periodicity

32) periodontal ligament

33) prism

34) Retzius’ line

35) short-period markings

36) short-period incremental lines

37) striae of Retzius

38) Tome’s process

39) Wilson bands

40) von Ebner’s lines

IV. Regional

A. Cranium

1) anterior buttress

2) anterior condylar canal

3) anterior pillars

4) asterionic notch

5) auditory tube

6) bare area

7) basicranium

8) bony labyrinth

9) bregma

10) brow ridge

11) calotte

12) calvaria

13) calvariae

14) calvarium

15) canine buttress
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16) canine eminence

17) canine fossa

18) canine jugum

19) cardioid foramen magnum

20) central facial hollow

21) chondrocranium

22) compound sagittal crest

23) compound temporal-nuchal crest

24) compound (T/N) crest

25) conchae

26) crania

27) cranial base

28) cranial base angle

29) cranial base flexion

30) cranial fossa(e)

31) cranial vault

32) cranial venous drainage

33) cranial venous sinuses

34) cranium

35) cribriform plate

36) crista galli
37) crista occipitomastoidea
38) crista paramastoidea
39) dermal bones

40) dermocranium

41) desmocranium

42) diploë

43) dural venous sinuses

44) ear

45) ectocranial morphology

46) emissary veins

47) emissary foramina

48) endocasts

49) endocranial

50) endocranial fossae

51) endocranial morphology

52) Eustachian tube

53) external auditory canal

54) external auditory meatus

55) external ear

56) face

57) facial mask

58) facial visor

59) falx cerebelli

60) falx cerebri

61) fontanelle

62) foramen magnum

63) frontal trigon

64) glabella

65) hypoglossal canal

66) incus

67) inferior nuchal line

68) infraorbital visor

69) inner ear

70) inner table

71) intracranial venous drainage

72) intracranial venous system

73) jugal

74) jugular bulb

75) juxtamastoid eminence

76) juxtamastoid process

77) laryngopharynx

78) lower scale

79) malar

80) malar visor

81) malleus

82) marginal sinus

83) mastoid crest

84) mastoid process

85) maxillary fossula

86) maxillary furrow

87) maxillary sulcus

88) maxillary trigon

89) maxillary visor

90) meningeal arteries

91) meningeal vessels

92) meninges

93) middle ear

94) middle meningeal vessels

95) midfacial prognathism

96) nasoalveolar clivus

97) nasoalveolar gutter

98) nasoalveolar triangular basin

99) nasomaxillary basin

100) nasopharynx

101) neurocranium

102) nuchal

103) nuchal crest

104) nuchal muscles

105) nuchal plane

106) occipital

107) occipital foramen

108) occipital sinus

109) occipito-marginal system

110) occipitomastoid crest

111) O/M

112) oropharynx

113) orthognathic

114) outer table

115) pachymeninx

116) parasagittal crests

117) parietal-occipital plane

118) pars mastoidea
119) pericranium
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